
**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE** 

 

**New Photography Book Release: "Our Streets: Portland's George Protests" by Sai Stone** 

 

[Portland, 1.21.24] — Portland photographer Sai Stone is thrilled to announce the launch of their latest work, "Our 
Streets: Portland's George Protests," a visually stunning collec�on of photographs capturing the essence of one of 
the most impac�ul social movements in recent history. The book is now available on Amazon 
(amazon.com/dp/B0CSS2VMYF). 

Capturing the raw emo�ons and powerful moments of the George protests in Portland, "Our Streets" is a visual 
journey through the heart of the protest. Sai Stone skillfully presents a narra�ve using the lens of his camera, 
allowing readers to experience the protests in a unique and compelling way. 

Key features of "Our Streets: Portland's George Protests" include: 

- Striking black-and-white and color photographs that encapsulate the intensity and passion of the protests. 

- A powerful visual chronicle of the key events and iconic moments that defined the protest. 

- An in�mate portrayal of the diverse voices and faces that contributed to the protests. 

This photography book serves as a testament to Sai's ar�s�c prowess and his ability to capture the pulse of social 
and poli�cal movements. Each image in "Our Streets" tells a story, providing viewers with an opportunity to reflect 
on the collec�ve call for jus�ce and change. 

"I believe in the power of images to evoke emo�ons and inspire change. 'Our Streets' is my visual tribute to the 
resilience and strength of the individuals who took to the streets to demand jus�ce," says Sai Stone 

Readers and photography enthusiasts can acquire "Our Streets: Portland's George Protests" on Amazon 
(amazon.com/dp/B0CSS2VMYF). 

 

For media inquiries, interviews, or review copies, please contact: 

 

Sai Stone 

SaiStone@503tv.com 

503tv.com 

### 

 

About the Photographer: 

Born and raised amidst the diverse landscapes of Portland, Oregon, Sai has witnessed the mul�faceted beauty and 
raw reali�es of his beloved hometown. Through his lens, he aspires to offer a glimpse into the world as he 
perceives it, invi�ng viewers to join him on a visual explora�on of life’s tapestry. 
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